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Fall Ball
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Companies are introducing
new racquets for the
US Open and fall season.
By Bob Patterson

Executive Director, USRSA

F

or many racquet manufacturers, the
US Open has often served as a time for their
sponsored tour pros to take to the courts at
Flushing Meadows, debuting the latest
frames on the tennis world’s grandest
stage—and in time to be available for consumers in
the fall season.
At press time in mid-July, a handful of companies had
new frames they were able to tell us about. Expect other
companies to introduce new models as the US Open plays
out and we head into the fall and holiday season. When
they do, we’ll return with additional coverage.

1 /YONEX / yonexusa.com
Yonex launches the latest VCore Pro line, made in Japan,
and endorsed by pros Stan Wawrinka and Frances Tiafoe.
The new technology features a vibration dampening mesh
incorporated in the grip for improved feel, says Yonex.
The VCore Pro 97 is available in 330 grams (11.6 ounces)
and 310 grams (10.9 ounces), both featuring a 16/19 string
pattern. The VCore Pro 97 HD weighs in at 320 grams (11.3
ounces) and features an 18/20 string pattern. The VCore
Pro 100 is available in a 300-gram (10.6-ounce) or 280-gram
(9.9-ounce) weight and both feature a 16/19 string pattern.
The VCore Pro 97 XXX is available in 290 and 270 grams
(10.2 and 9.5 ounces) and features a 16/19 string pattern.
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2 /VOLKL / volkltennis.com
Volkl introduces the V Feel 3 and V Feel 7 to complete the
V Feel lineup. Both feature Volkl V-Feel Technology, a combination of revolutionary EVA, Vcell and Vtex technologies
providing increased dampening and less torque, says Volkl.
Also new is the latest version of the classic C-10 Pro.
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As the US Open plays out and we head into the fall
and holiday seasons, expect more racquet manufacturers
to introduce new models for players of all levels.
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3 /WILSON / wilson.com

4 /HEAD / head.com

Wilson introduces the Clash line of racquets after a tease
ad campaign that had dealers and players anxious to see
and feel the new frames. The line is designed for big-hitting
players with an aggressive game. The Clash 98 features a
98-square-inch head with an average unstrung weight of
310 grams (10.9 ounces) and a 16/19 string pattern. The
Clash 100L features extraordinary control and flexibility, says Wilson, weighing in at 280 grams (9.9 ounces).
The Clash 108 has a 108-square-inch head, 280-gram
(9.9-ounce) weight and 16/19 string pattern.
Also new is the latest version of the Blade line. The Blade
98, in 16/19 and 18/20 string patterns, is one of the most
popular frames on tour. Also available are the Blade 100L,
Blade 104 and Blade SW104 Autograph Countervail.

Head launches a new line: Gravity, endorsed by Alexander
Zverev and built for aggressive next-generation players. The
Gravity Pro features a 20-mm beam and 100-square-inch
head size with an 18/20 string pattern. Average unstrung
weight is 315 grams (11.1 ounces). The Gravity MP features
a 22-mm beam, 100-square-inch head size and 16/20 string
pattern. It comes in a bit lighter than the Pro at an average
of 295 grams (10.4 ounces). Both frames feature the latest
Graphene 360+ technology, a combination of Graphene
360’s energy transfer and innovative spiral fibers for an
enhanced flex and clean impact feel, says Head.
Also new for Head is the latest incarnation of the Radical
Line: the Radical Pro, Radical MP, Radical S, Radical PWR
and Radical 26. All feature Graphene 360 technology.
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